This paper presents a general framework for deriving tabular algorithms for a very large class of stack-based computations, not only in context-free parsing but in logic programming as well and more generally for all kinds of \information" domains (abstract domains, constraint domains). Tabular algorithms store traces of computations in a table to achieve computation sharing, which is most useful when dealing with non-deterministic computations. By considering what can be naively described as partial information on stack elements, we interpret these traces as stack fragments. Tuning the exact amount of information present in these traces allows us to improve tabular evaluation of stack-based computations, both by increasing the sharing of partial computations and by unifying di erent tabular algorithms within the same framework.
Introduction
It is now an accepted practice to de ne computer formalisms by some kind of denotational, or evaluation independent, formalism. This is for example the case in syntactic theories (Context-Free languages), Functional Programming and Logic Programming. However, practical use of these formalisms requires developing and mastering operational aspects used to actually implement them. This paper aims at providing a formalization and very detailed analysis of a general operational model, the (subsumption{oriented) PushDown Automaton (PDA), that can be used to implement syntactic, logical or constraint-based formalisms. Though this model can be coded in terms of Horn clauses 24], we contend that the clearly operational intent of PDAs seems better suited to such analyses, and supports operational intuition better than Horn clauses which usually have a denotational reading.
In practice, when implementing one of the formalisms in question (e.g. constraint logic programming), we suggest the following steps:
(1) compile the denotational formalism into an operational formulation, in our case PDA code. This compilation process implies partial choices as to what kind of computations steps are to be performed (e.g. top-down versus bottom-up), and what information they should carry. (2) choose an appropriate interpreter (abstract machine) for the operational code thus produced. In the case of PDAs for example, the interpreter may still have to decide how to handle non-determinism still present in the code, in what order to perform independent computation steps, and it may further re ne the information ow throughout the computational process.
This paper is mostly devoted to the second part, though it should be in practice correlated with the compilation process 24].
Push-Down Automata are a natural formalization for describing stack-based computations: using simple transitions, PDA only need to consider a restricted number of the topmost stack elements. It is widely known that these automata have been successfully applied in context-free parsing.
Almost every implementation of a recursive programming language uses a stack for storing environments and follows the standard Call/Return or procedural execution model:
rst, a new environment is pushed for the callee on the environment stack ; then, the callee is ran under this environment; nally, the caller environment is restored upon completion of the sub-task by popping the callee environment.
The same idea still applies to non-deterministic computations where several di erent \sub-tasks" may be called at some points. As an example, the procedural model has been used to implement the programming language Prolog.
Even though stacks provide a convenient formalism for computations, they are sometimes ine cient at run-time. For instance, it is well known that a straightforward stack-based evaluation of the Fibonacci function b(n + 2) = b(n + 1) + b(n) involves too many identical computations of b(i) for i n. The ine ciency may even be worse for non-deterministic computations, where distinct nondeterministic computation paths usually have identical parts. A direct use of stacks may not only lead to a vast amount of re-computations, but also to in nite loops (like those produced by left-recursive grammar rules). To handle these problems, context-free grammar parsers usually prefer to simulate stack computations through tabulation techniques.
A tabulation-based algorithm works on a table of items, each one representing a computation fragment. Items are built by combining together already tabulated items; they are added to the table unless already present. The algorithm stops when no new items can be added (a xed-point has been reached). The main advantages of tabulation are:
(1) computation sharing; (2) a lesser number of in nite loops; (3) more exibility to schedule computation strategies (not limited to depthrst strategies).
This approach has been developed under the name of memo-functions in the context of functional programming 4]. However the PDA formalism we are considering is somewhat more restricted, since we do not allow computational steps to reach arbitrarily deep in the stack as permitted in functional languages implementations. However this restriction still covers a number of interesting and widely used formalisms (notably syntactic and constraint logic ones), and allows for features not usually occurring in functional languages such as nondeterminism and logical variables.
Many tabular algorithms have been designed independently for PDA computations in di erent domains. In context-free parsing, we nd the CockeKasami-Younger algorithm 1], Earley's algorithm 5, 7] , chart parsing 6], graph-structured stacks 18]. In logic programming, among the main references, we nd the Earley resolution 13], OLDT 17] , LPDA 8], magic set 2].
In abstract interpretation we have 9] . Although based on the same principles, all these algorithms are expressed in speci c ways and each of them has been proved correct independently. As a consequence it is rather di cult to compare them, and to identify clearly their advantages and drawbacks in various situations (e.g. amount of non-determinism, domain of interpretation).
In this paper, we give an abstract framework for expressing a tabulation algo-rithm in terms of an explicit stack-based algorithm. This is not a restricting consideration, since, even if some tabular algorithms do not explicitly refer to a stack, an underlying stack machine may often be extracted 16] . Indeed the re nements of our theoretical model have been imposed by the need to adequately account for the details of numerous published algorithms.
Some bene ts arise from our approach:
The computation strategies may be described in elegant ways using PDAs, taking into account the structure of the interpretation domain through an instantiation order used to quantify information. A uni ed view of many tabular algorithms gives a better understanding of their relationships. Comparisons, optimizations and de nitions of new algorithms are then possible. We can split the correctness proof of a tabular algorithm in two separate parts: the computation strategy on one side, and the management of nondeterminism on the other. The correctness proofs are partially done at the abstract level.
The main problem we will address concerns the de nition of items. On one hand, they must contain enough information to ensure correct computations; on the other hand, too much information reduces computation sharing. Therefore, there is a delicate balance to be found.
The paper is organized as follows. Examples in Section 1 motivate our approach and provide some intuition. Section 2 de nes an abstract notion of ordered stack domains and the associated Subsumption-oriented PDA (SPDA). Then, in Section 3, we introduce the operation of \partial extraction" of information from a stack element, which we need to adequately de ne items. Section 4 contains the bulk of the paper: how to build a tabular algorithm for a given SPDA. Conditions for the correctness of the tabular procedure are also exhibited. Finally, in Section 5, we assess our approach by giving a unied view of di erent tabular algorithms. The resulting analysis leads to the suggestion of various algorithmic variations and improvements.
An informal presentation
We rst give some intuition about the di erent key points of the paper through examples in context free parsing and logic programming. We assume elementary intuitive understanding of the computation of a non-deterministic PDA, at least in the usual formal language theory context 1].
Context-free parsing
Our running example will be the following grammar for binary trees: S ! a S ! SS Although tiny, the grammar is nevertheless left-recursive and quite ambiguous, since an exponential number of trees yield a given string of a's.
1.1.1 Push-Down Automata Figure 1 lists the transitions of a push-down automaton A that describes the di erent steps of a left-recursive descent parsing strategy. More sophisticated parsing strategies 16, 12] The stack elements are pairs s=w where s denotes a computation state and w the string to parse. A state is a shortcut for a set of dotted rules, which are grammar rules where a dot has been added somewhere in their right-hand side. A dotted rule A ! means that the part of the rule left to the dot has been recognized and the rest is still to be recognized. A set of dotted rules means that at least one of the rules in the set holds. In our example, we use the following three states:
(1) (ajSS) = fS ! a; S ! SSg : start to recognize S.
(2) S = fS ! S Sg : grammar rule S ! SS half recognized.
(3) = fS ! a ; S ! SS g : recognition of a rule.
The recognition of a string u succeeds whenever one can derive from the initial stack (ajSS)=u the nal stack = where denotes the empty string.
Tabular evaluation
Obviously, a direct evaluation of the automaton A with a stack (and a backtrack mechanism to deal with non-determinism) would not be very e cient because of the large number of re-computations (exponential in the size of the string to recognize). Furthermore, the evaluation would loop because the transition t 2 may be applied ad in nitum to produce ever taller stacks (this comes from the left-recursivity of the grammar rule S ! SS).
A well-known and general solution for detecting loops is to tabulate pieces of information about the di erent computation points that have been reached. These information pieces, generally called items, may also be reused in different contexts to save re-computations once they have been computed and tabulated.
What kind of items may be used and what do they represent ? Since elementary computation steps (i.e., transitions) apply only to the top of the stack, a natural choice seems to take stack top parts as items. Thus, for the moment, an item is a pair ha; bi of stack objects. Such an item ha; bi may be seen as a short stack of height 2 with a being at the top and b immediately underneath. The transitions of the automaton apply to such a stack, but the resulting stack is not necessarily of height 2: indeed, the transition may push (t 2 ; t 4 ) or pop (t 3 ; t 5 ) an element, hence a height for the resulting stack ranging between 1 and 3. The extraction of an item from a stack of height 3 is straightforward with the cut operation (Fig. 2) . On the other hand, there is no direct way to extend a stack of height 1 into a meaningful item. The solution is to glue together two items as shown in Figure 2 to get a stack of height 3 before applying a transition which pops an element. Cut and Glue operations on symbol stacks The tabular algorithm is essentially a xed-point algorithm: starting from a table with just the initial item h (ajSS)=u; ? =ui (where ? is a symbol representing the stack bottom), it builds and tabulates new items by combining them with the transitions (and gluing with other items when necessary) until no new items can be computed. The nal table sums up in a nite way the possibly in nite set of stack computations.
The Fig. 3 displays a cyclic graph that illustrates the tabular evaluation of the automaton for the input string \a". The item table is given by the nodes and the arrows show the transition applications. Gluing ( ) occurs between the item pairs (1; 4) and (3; 4). The recognition succeeds because of item (2) . In the present case, the tabulation avoids looping on items (3) and (8) and terminates (while the naive depth-rst interpretation does not).
(ajSS)=a (ajSS)=a We still have to explain in more details the role of items, to better justify our choice and introduce the concepts we use in the core of the paper.
An item ha; bi represents a derivation (a sequence of transition applications)
or rather a set of derivations that amount to pushing a on top of b:
In such a derivation, the stack elements underneath b (represented by dots) are neither examined nor modi ed during the derivation, and therefore can be ignored for a while.
Using this view of items, the glue operation corresponds to the composition of two derivations and the cut operation to the extraction of a sub-derivation from a given derivation. The tabular evaluation by cutting, gluing and applying transitions computes all possible push-like derivations. Stacks of height 2 as items are the most obvious choice to ensure that gluing and derivation composition are equivalent.
This elementary view needs to be further re ned so as to handle more complex domains for stack elements, and to better control information ow.
Partial extraction
For PDAs built from context-free grammars, the tabular algorithm with items of height 2 always terminates and, because of computation sharing, has a cubic time complexity (in the length of the string to recognize) which is generally much less costly than the corresponding stack computation. It is easily shown sound and complete 7]. However, there are other item de nitions that lead to more e cient tabular evaluations, though with the same theoretical cubic complexity.
To illustrate why the current tabular evaluation is not optimal, let us suppose that the two items I = h (ajSS)=w; i and J = h S=w; i have been tabulated (for instance when recognizing the string aw). These considerations lead us to a new tabular model where items are now formed by a stack object representing the current computation state and, as second component, partial information about the calling state. In the present case, the second component will be a pair X=w where X is the non-terminal being recognized. For instance, the items h =v; (ajSS)=wi and h =v; S=wi are now replaced by h =v; S=wi.
The application of the transitions in the new model remains the same, but the de nitions of the cut and glue operations have to be changed as shown in Figure 4 . Partial information about the calling state is extracted using the following extractor function \ext": Practically, the more the extraction function forgets, the more items are likely to be identical, hence improving computation sharing. However, if too much information is forgotten, the glue operation may build an object that does not represent a derivation of the push-down automaton, and the soundness of the evaluator is lost (with respect to non-deterministic operational semantics). Most tabular context-free recognizers or parsers use items even smaller than the present form: they are comprised of a dotted rule and two positions in the input string. Using our presentation, they would correspond to items composed of a stack object as rst component and a string as second component (instead of a non-terminal plus a string 2 ). This scheme also works for our tiny grammar because the non-terminal being recognized is always S, which makes useless to keep it in the second item component. However, we get exactly the same computation steps for both kinds of items.
It should be noted that the use of an extractor allows us to handle parsing strategies where the computation states do not necessary keep track of the non-terminal being recognized, or even of the input string.
Logic programming
The previous subsection presented the basic concepts of tabulation with partial extraction on a simple stack domain. The present work extends them to more realistic computation domains where the stack elements are complex objects that may be compared using some order relation. The order relation is used to quantify the amount of information in the objects. When considering monotonic computations, the e ciency of tabulation methods is increased by taking into account the order relation.
Logic programming lends itself to the presentation of these ideas. Logic programs are non-deterministic and display a lot of similarities with context-free grammars. Furthermore, most Prolog evaluators use an environment stack when trying to answer a request.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic logic programming principles and notations 11]. However, we recall some de nitions related to the standard order on rst-order terms.
Let be a nite set of symbols with arity called constructors and V a denumerable set of variables. Terms are inductively de ned as being either a constant constructor c of arity 0, a variable X of V , or a compound term f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) where f is a constructor of arity n and t 1 ; : : : ; t n terms.
A nite mapping fX 1 =t 1 ; : : : ; X n =t n g from variables to terms with X i 6 = t i uniquely de nes a substitution : the application of on a term t (denoted t ) is achieved by replacing in t any occurrence of X i by t i .
Substitutions order terms: we say that t 1 generalizes or subsumes t 2 or that t 2 is an instance of t 1 (noted t 1 t 2 ) whenever there exists a substitution such that t 2 = t 1 . The order is actually a partial pre-order (we may have t t 0 and t 0 t and t 6 = t 0 ) with an associated equivalence relation (variance 2 Actually dotted rules may be seen as non-terminals obtained in an implicit construction that turns context-free grammars into Chomsky normal form 10].
relation) de ned by t r i t r and r t.
Substitutions are also partially (pre) ordered: i for all terms t, t t .
Renaming a term t with fresh variables returns a new term t 0 variant of t (t t 0 ) that shares no common variable with t.
When successful, the uni cation of two terms t and r (without common variables) returns the most general substitution = mgu(t; r) such that t = r , unique up to the variance relation on substitutions.
Logic programs are usually given as sets of Horn clauses that de ne relations over terms, as shown by the following program, which will be our running example:
The rst clause of the program states that p(t) is true whenever p(f(t)) is true for any term t.
Given a request p(X), a Prolog evaluator uses steps of SLD resolution to compute answer substitutions such that p(X) is true. Figure 6 shows an in nite SLD-tree representing the operational search space for the program. Nodes G are formed by the list G of sub-goals to prove with the substitution and 2 stands for the empty goal list. An arrow with label i represents one step of resolution with the clause i done by unifying the head of the clause with the leftmost subgoal of the parent node. A node 2 represents a successful computation for the answer substitution , which is somehow a most general solution. Indeed, this answer is the most general of all the solutions that can be obtained with the same deduction process and stands for itself and all its instances.
Fig . 6 . SLD-tree For instance, the success 2 fX=f(Y )g of Figure 6 is obtained by the derivation:
The same derivation steps are still possible when starting with a substitution instance of the computed answer substitution fX=f(Y )g, such as fX=f(a)g, but with no further instantiation:
The order on terms and substitutions can also be used to compare answers resulting from di erent deductions as well as sub-goals.
For instance, in our SLD-tree, we have the answer 2 fX=Y g more general than both 2 fX=f(Y )g and 2 fX=f(f(Y ))g ; an in nite family of sub-goals p(X) fg p(f(X)) fg : : : p(f n (X)) fg .
The possibility to remove redundant answers and queries would save a lot of recomputations. In the present case, the computation of a query p(f n (X)) is similar for all values of n. Tabulation together with subsumption is the solution.
First, we give a stack machine that mimics a SLD resolution of the program ( Figure 7 ). This stack machine di ers from the classic PDAs because it works on stacks of terms (instead of symbols) and uses uni cation to apply the transitions (with beforehand a renaming with fresh variables). The initial stack is p(X) ; the nal stacks are all the instances of p(X) .
For instance, the computation of 2 fX=f(Y )g in the SLD-tree corresponds to the following automaton execution:
The answer can be extracted from the last stack, which is a nal one.
A tabular evaluation of the automaton is possible following the principles of Section 1.1.2 with two main changes:
(1) the application of a transition on a stack is only de ned up to a renaming of the variables (variable names are of no importance). This suggests to replace the syntactic comparison of items by a variance-based one. (2) the application of a transition on a stack propagates a substitution to all the elements of the resulting stack (and not just the topmost one). Because the items contain just a few elements, the rest of the propagation is seemingly lost. The solution is to propagate the application of when a glue operation is performed. The syntactic gluing of Figure 2 must be replaced by the \match gluing" of Figure 8 : by matching B with B , we retrieve and propagate it below to C. However, since an item stands for all its instances (see subsumption below), we must more generally use \uni cation gluing" (Fig. 8) . Figure 7 . Because the variable names are not relevant and to ease the reading, we denote by an integer i the term p(f i (X)). For instance, item (3) represents hp(f(f(X))) ; p(f(X))i. We can build an in nite family of \call" items h n+1; ni (left-hand side) by successive application of t 2 as well as an in nite sequence of \return" items hn+1 ; ni (diagonal) by application of t 1 (with the exception of item (4)). The (in nite) grid materializes the fact that the application of t 3 is possible (after gluing) on each pair of \call" and \return" items. For clarity, we have drawn only ve of these transitions, though all gluing operations ( ) are represented. We get the three nal items (5,6,7).
Obviously, in spite of computation sharing, this tabular execution does not terminate ( Fig. 9 ) and is not very e cient with a lot of similar computations.
It is possible to improve tabular execution by use of subsumption. The idea is to compute only with the items most general with respect to the instance relation. An item is added to the item ? ? t 3 P P P P P P P P P q Figure 10 shows the tabular execution with subsumption. The computation terminates with only one nal stack corresponding to the most general answer fX=Y g (the other solutions are instances of this one). Indexes provide a possible order of construction for the items, (1) being the initial item. Item (3) is tabulated and then used to compute item (4) which generalizes it. Therefore, item (3) can be discarded (materialized by a crossing). Other items are computed that are immediately discarded by subsumption (for instance, applying t 2 to item (2) returns an instance of (2)). The only computed nal item is (5).
Thanks to subsumption, the computation terminates, and the most general solution is found. Tabulation with subsumption is sound and complete (but does not ensure termination).
Mixing partial extraction and subsumption
In the two previous sub-sections, we have shown on tiny examples that two operations (partial extraction and subsumption) are useful for optimizing tabular executions of stack-based automata. Fig. 10 . A tabular execution with subsumption using both partial extraction and subsumption to be sound and complete with respect to the original stack computation.
Examples of domains with an order relation are: rst-order terms used for logic and logic programming rational trees (an extension of rst-order terms to represent in nite trees) feature structures useful for computational linguistics and more generally constraint domains with an entailment relation.
In the following sections, we de ne an abstract framework where the stack objects, stack behavior, partial extraction, and order relation are characterized by very general properties, such that many interesting stack-based computations satisfy these properties.
2 Push-Down Automata on ordered stacks Initially, PDAs were de ned over symbol stacks. We now extend them to deal with real uses of stacks in, say, compilers where stacks are also used to store partial information that may be further re ned (for instance, by binding a variable in a WAM stack frame during a Prolog computation 25]).
Ordered Stack domain
Classically, a stack is de ned as a top-to-bottom oriented sequence of objects. The two main stack operations are the removal of the topmost element (popping) and the extraction of the topmost element. This second operation naturally extends into a family of \cutting" operations to extract the n topmost elements of a stack (Fig. 11) . In an abstract way, the notion of stack may be de ned using such \popping" and \cutting" operations with no need to make explicit an underlying domain of stack elements. 
The essential axioms are actually (1), (2) and (6) 
Push-Down Automata
Informally (see Fig. 12 ), a transition of a Push-Down Automaton over symbol stacks (as de ned in the literature) examines a bounded number of elements at the top of a stack (support zone) and builds a stack by pushing, popping and/or replacing a bounded number of top elements of (modi cation zone).
The key word here is this boundedness property that makes the computation independent of the bottom of . So far, we have just presented a slight variation of the classical notion of Push-Down Automata over symbol stacks used (for instance) in context-free parsing. In our case, we want to deal with information present in the stacks. This is done by assuming that the application of transition acts as previously described, but also adds some extra information by instantiation of the bottom part of the stack (instantiation zone) see Fig. 12 ]. One may note that the height of the instantiation zone is not bounded (it depends on the stack), which is the main di erence with the classical PDA.
We now formally de ne (non deterministic) Subsumption-oriented PDAs. De nition 2 (SPDA) A Subsumption-oriented PDA is given by a 4-tuple (S; init ; end ; ) where S is an ordered stack domain; is a set of SWAP, PUSH and POP transitions; init is the initial stack of height 1; end is the nal stack pattern, and has height 1. A nal stack is any instance of end derivable from init using transitions of .
We allow transitions to be partial relations over S rather than partial functions 3 and write or alternatively 2 if is a stack derivable from by application of the transition .
Besides being a relation, a transition must also satisfy the two axioms of Fig. 13 expressed with standard notations and more visual commutative diagrams: 4 M+CX] formalizes the monotonicity (M) of the transition application with respect to and the \independence" of the application with respect to the context (CX) given by the stack bottoms. This axiom is obviously a compound one and could be expressed with three simpler axioms, but we believe this is unnecessary.
I+COM] formalizes the notion of instantiation zone (I) but also a notion of (quasi) \commutation" (COM) between instantiation and application (an application followed by an instantiation can be replaced by an instantiation followed by an application without instantiation). One may say that information is either computed by application of a transition or checked if already present in the stack: this is similar to the re-execution of a SLD-derivation after instantiation as shown in Section 1.2.
We de ne the composition of two transitions and as the usual com-3 This is useful when we cannot sum up a set of stacks by a maximal representative (for instance, for domains where the notion of mgu is not de ned). 4 These diagrams express formulae of the form 8x; V i P i ) 9y; V j Q j where plain (resp., dashed) arrows represent the binary relations or functions P i (resp., Q j ) ranging over the set of variables x (resp., x y). The symbol denotes un-named The automaton used in Section 1.2 to describe a logic programming computation is actually a Logical Push-Down Automaton (LPDA). LPDAs concretize SPDAs in order to work over stacks of rst-order terms.
The three kinds of transitions and their application are shown in Fig. 14 where B; D; C; A i denote rst-order terms, a substitution and \mgu" the most general uni er operation. We implicitly suppose that the stack and the transition share no variable (by renaming transitions, for instance 
Extended notion of stack
The di erent tabular algorithms sketched in Section 1 used items formed by the topmost element a of a derivable stack with some partial information relative to the element b immediately underneath (to glue other items when popping). If we think in terms of amount of information and temporarily forget that such an item I is not necessarily a stack, we may note the similarity of I with a stack cutting 1+ using some symbol to quantify the amount of information extracted from the second stack element b. Intuitively, by considering an extension of the ordered set IN, we would wish to write 0 1.
We formally de ne a \partial extraction" as a function from 1 S to some domain D. The tabulation evaluation of SPDAs over S using a partial extraction may be described in an elegant way if we can consider S as a sub-domain of some larger stack domain S where items correspond to short stacks.
We will therefore assume the existence of (1) For the rest of the paper, we suppose that satis es the monotonicity property
-MONOT] and consequently, that S may be embedded into some larger stack domain S . We forget S and only work on S . To facilitate notation, we will denote by \ ; " the stacks of S and by A an SPDA over S .
Tabular interpretation
We wish to evaluate SPDA using Tabulation (TAB) methods. The idea is to break automata derivations into elementary sub-derivations that should be: The closure equations (8) and (9) of Section 2.2 show that PUSH-like compositions may be combined with other transitions to return PUSH-like transitions. They provide us with a good start to design our elementary sub-derivations.
More precisely, we call push-like derivation d any derivation of from using a PUSH-like composition d and where is derivable from init .
Consider the push-like derivations as our elementary sub-derivations and examine what kind of trace can be found for them. If we do not take into account instantiation in a PUSH-like derivation d , we see that the application of d only depends on the topmost element of and can in fact be summed up by the two topmost elements of (the bottom component representing the support and the top one the modi cation). This suggests that we should take the two topmost components of as an item. Although instantiation makes things more complex, the idea remains the same.
Consequently, we rst de ned items by 2 3] . But we noticed that, in numerous cases, better computation sharing could be achieved with shorter items built by extracting only a fraction of the bottom component. The derivation d is then represented by the item 1+ .
TAB Interpretation of SPDAs
Theoretically, to reconstruct stacks from shorter stacks (or items) that overlap on an area of height , we de ne the \glue" operation = n for all stacks ; 2 S by = n = f 2 S j h( ) and tail bh( )c g where bnc = bn + c = n.
Practically, we mainly consider stack domains where the gluing of two stacks may be summed up by a most general stack (or may fail): = n = glbf 2 S j h( ) and tail bh( )c g Given an SPDA A over S , the application of a PUSH or SWAP transition of A on an item I is straightforwardly de ned as the application of on I
(seen as a stack) followed by an item extraction. The application of a POP transition follows the same idea except that a stack of su cient height must rst be reconstructed from two items I; J using the glue = n. We denote h i 
PROOF. By induction on the depth of the derivation trees of the items and
by case analysis on the kind of the last transition. There is no problem for the PUSH and SWAP cases. We detail the POP case where the last step is the application of a POP transition on two items I; J that returns an item K. 
TAB Interpretation of -SPDAs
The weak soundness axiom is somewhat di cult to enforce because of the quanti cation over derivable stacks. Fortunately, it can often be replaced by easier axioms on the stack domain and transitions when is well chosen for a given automaton. Furthermore, we shall see that several PDA construction techniques produce PDAs that always satisfy these axioms.
The starting point is that for most automata, a PUSH transition does not need a support zone of height 1 but a shorter one (of height \ "). Indeed, the topmost element of a stack holds information not only for the next PUSH transition to be applied but also for future computations, and this extra information may be forgotten for a while. In the worst case, we can of course choose to be the identity function ( = Id = \1").
More GLUE] states that subsumption on two stacks and can be checked by independently comparing the n+ top parts and the tail n bottom parts because of the overlap between top and bottom. It also implies that gluing two fragments of a stack gives back ( n+ = ntail n ). We can mimic the SLD resolution (for a logic program and a query) by an LPDA A whose transitions are built using the following rules: C]alls a sub-query: r k:i (X k:i ) 7 ! call(A k:i+1 )r k:i (X k:i ) S]elects a clause to refute the current sub-query: call(A l:0 ) 7 ! r l:0 (X l:0 ) P]ublishes information about a successful refutation. r l:n l (X l:0 ) 7 ! ret() R]eturns to the calling environment: ret()r k:i (X k ) 7 ! r k:i+1 (X k ) Of course, for expository reasons, this compilation scheme is rather naive.
ID] states that
It can be improved by merging some transitions together. For instance, we can merge the selection with the rst call, the last return with the publishing, or, to be closer of SLD, a call with its potential selections.
We consider the partial extractor de ned by r k:i (X k:i ) = A k:i+1 (the de nition of on other atoms is not relevant) and denote S the stack domain generated by the rst-order algebra that includes all terms introduced by A and . Intuitively, returns the next sub-query to run from r k:i . Axiom M+CX] ? obviously holds on S for . Indeed, each PUSH transition behaves similarly whenever the same sub-query is called. It proves that the important information is the next sub-query A k:i+1 and not the current computation point r k:i . Hence, A is an -SPDA (by implicitly switching to A ? ). We can prove the correctness of the TAB interpretation of A for by showing that {wSOUND] holds. However, we cannot prove this correctness using GLUE] and ID] because they generally do not hold on S. 5 Fortunately, since LPDA transitions are applied after a renaming with fresh variables, we can show that all A-derivable stacks belong to the stack subdomain RS = f 2 S j 8n 2 IN; Var( n )\Var(tail n+1 ) Var( tail n ) g, in which GLUE] and ID] hold. 6 Intuitively, a variable of a stack of RS that occurs at two levels p and q of must also occur in each fraction of each intermediate level between p and q.
To sum up, the TAB interpretation of the LPDA built with the SLD-like compilation scheme is ensured for the above de ned extractor because the strong soundness axioms holds on RS. This interpretation is very close to 17] (when comparing what is tabulated).
LPDA simulating Call/Return strategies
In 24,23], we proposed an extension of the SLD-like compilation scheme (dubbed Call/Return compilation scheme) that allows us to describe most of the resolution strategies used in logic programming (and to design others). The idea is to \distribute" the information present in A k:i between the call and return steps by using call C k:i (resp., return R k:i ) approximations of A k:i . A good distribution for append is given by call app(t 1 ; t 3 ) (resp., ret(t 2 )) as Call (resp., Return) approximations of append(t 1 ; t 2 ; t 3 ). Indeed, the value of t 2 is not relevant to select a clause to compute append(t 1 ; t 2 ; t 3 ): to ignore t 2 allows us to share computations for two concatenations that di er on their second argument.
Example 9 hanoi(l; s; a; e; m) means that the stack l (with bottom on left) can be moved from a place \s" to a place \e" using an auxiliary place \a" by following the moves listed in \m". We note that the computation is driven by the stack to move but not by the other parameters. A good distribution for hanoi(l; s; a; e; m) is therefore given by call hanoi(l) and ret(s; a; e; m) as call and return approximations. Using this distribution, we can share the two sub-calls to hanoi in the second clause.
Generalizing the results about SLD-based LPDA (Section 5.1.1), we can prove that the TAB interpretation of an Call/Return automata A is correct for the partial extractor r k:i (X k:i ) = A k:i+1 . However, it is not very di cult to see that correctness is ensured for an even weaker partial extractor de ned by r k:i (X k:i ) = C k:i+1 .
Other tabular algorithms
The tabular interpretation of Call/Return automata gives us a convenient basis for examining di erent tabular algorithms proposed for logic programming.
Magic-Set techniques: These regroup several transformations of logic programs to handle the calls and returns explicitly. The transformed programs can then be evaluated with a tabular algorithm working with items composed of a single atom. Actually, such a transformed program is equivalent to a Call/Return automaton (or an optimized version of such), for which all information is checked at return time, i.e., when R k:i holds the same information as A k:i (for instance when R k:i = ret(A k:i )) for all atoms A k:i .
In that case, we can use the \null" extractor 0 de ned by 0(A) = ? for any atom A and use the weak soundness axiom to ensure the correctness of the associated TAB interpretation (called S 1 ). For instance, S 1 is correct for automata mimicking Bottom-Up resolution (C k:i = call(), R k:i = ret(A k:i )) or Earley Deduction (C k:i = call(A k:i ), R k:i = ret(A k:i )). Alternatively, we could have shown that we have the same information in 1 and 1+ for any derivable stack : therefore the correctness of the evaluation for -based items induces the correctness of the evaluation with S 1 .
We showed in 24] the equivalence of S 1 with the`Magic Set" based evaluations of logic programs 2].
Memoization-based algorithms: These have been proposed to evaluate the top-down SLD strategy with tabulation 17, 19, 14] . For this strategy, the Magic-Set techniques do not work because the information is not checked at return time.
The memoization-based algorithms try to remain as close as possible to a standard logic program evaluator by using a depth-rst evaluation with backtracking. However, they maintain a table of entries of the form (A; f 1 ; : : : ; n g) where A denotes a requested atomic goal and i answer substitutions computed for A. Subsumption (or variance checking) is used to remove redundant goals and redundant answers (in an entry). The depthrst mechanism is altered in a complex way to propagate the answers. This kind of tabulation, usually referred as memoization, is a specialized version of our approach that uses a special encoding of the item table.
We have seen that the SLD resolution is a Call/Return strategy (possibly merging some transitions) where C k:i = call(A k:i ) and R k:i = ret(). It follows that the TAB interpretation based on the partial extractor r k:i (X k:i ) = call(A k:i+1 ) is correct. Now, an entry (A; f 1 ; : : : ; n g) may be identi ed with the item set:
One may note that there are no equivalents for items hr k:i (X k:i ) ; call(A)i in memoization-based algorithms. This is because these items represent intermediary steps that are discarded. We can do the same in our TAB algorithm. Note that discarding intermediary steps is not always a good heuristic, but this goes beyond the scope of this paper. Because, in published algorithms, no subsumption test is done between answers in di erent entries, memoization-based algorithms achieve less computation sharing than our TAB algorithm.
Our approach uni es Magic-Set and memoization algorithms and o ers more exibility. Indeed, we do not have to choose globally between Bottom-Up (with Magic-Set) or Top-Down (with memoization).
Call/Return strategies mix top-down and bottom-up strategies. For each predicate, mixed strategies distribute information between the Call and Return steps. This leads to more e cient computations.
An open area for research is the static analysis of logic programs to determine the most e cient information distribution between the Call and Return steps, so as to automatically nd the compilation we proposed for append and hanoi.
The other main advantage of our approach is the possibility of investigating new resolution strategies to evaluate logic programs by designing new automata. We do not have to worry about the tabular evaluation of these automata: we can always choose the TAB interpretation with = 1 and in most cases nd a better .
Shieber's restrictions
We can re-interpret and extend the mechanism of restrictions proposed by Shieber 15] with the Call/Return model (and tabulation). Shieber's restrictions have been proposed to parse feature-based formalisms in the context of computational linguistics, but we can discuss them for logic programming. 8 The idea is to use predictive bottom-up evaluation (as Earley's or Magic-Sets), but to reduce the overhead of call-time prediction by limiting dynamically the amount of information it uses.
The automaton is Call/Return with C k:i = call(A k:i ) and R k:i = ret(A k:i ), which means that information is used both at call and return times.
Too much prediction may sometimes lead to loop. For instance, given a recursive rule \p(X):?p(f(X)):" and a request p(a), we get the in nite family of ever growing requests p(a); p(f(a)); : : : ; p(f n (a)), which cannot be cut by subsumption. To avoid this kind of looping, Shieber proposes to restrict the amount of information propagated at Call time by generalizing the requests when they become too large. For instance, one may decide to approximate any request p(f n (t)) with n 2 by p(f 2 ( )) or by p( ) where denote a fresh variable. The evaluation remains correct because all the information is checked at return time.
More formally, Shieber's restrictions can be implemented using an approxima-tion function such that (A) A for all request A. Each computed request will be restricted using .
Actually, we can distinguish two kinds of restrictions:
Static restrictions that systematically remove some kind of information, for instance forgetting the second argument of q(t 1 ; t 2 ) by taking q(t 1 ; ).
Such restrictions can immediately be encoded by building the Call/Return automaton with C k:i = call( A k:i ).
Dynamic restrictions that remove information when some condition is fullled (for instance when a term becomes too deep). To take into account a dynamic restriction in our automaton, we can alter the transition C] : r k:i (X k:i ) 7 ! call(A k:i+1 )r k:i (X k:i )
The transition now applies to any stack whose topmost element A can be uni ed using with r k:i (X k:i ) and pushes call ( More generally, a restriction may be static for some terms A k:i (( A k:i ) = (A k:i )) and dynamic for the others.
Use of restrictions in 15] was designed assuming that R k:i hold the same information as A k:i . However, a restriction can be used for any choice C k:i and R k:i : it works whenever the restriction removes only information present in both C k:i and R k:i .
Context-free parsing
In this subsection, we show that Earley's algorithm (a well-known tabular procedure for context-free parsing 5]) may be seen as the TAB interpretation of SPDAs.
We rst describe the underlying stack automaton. A context-free grammar is a 4-tuple (T; N; P; S) where T = fa; b; c; : : :g is the set of terminals, N = fA; B; C; : : :g the set of non-terminals, P a set of production rules and the axiom S a distinguished non-terminal. In the following, we use symbols v; w : : : to range over T and symbols ; ; : : : to range over (T N) . We denote by ;, the empty string (to avoid confusion with the extractor ).
We rst consider stacks of pairs A ! =w. The rst pair component is a dotted rule (a grammar rule with a dot somewhere in the right-hand side marking the point reached so far by the recognition process) and the second component w represents the left part of the parsed string not yet scanned.
The SPDA A earley for a grammar G = (T; N; P; S) and a string v to parse is The automaton A earley is not an -SPDA: two stacks with the same string to recognize may obviously call for di erent recognitions (with the PUSH transition f 1 ) depending on the non-terminal following the dot in the topmost dotted rule.
However, the interpretation is {wSOUND]. The proof uses the fact that the POP transition f 3 applies to items of shape hC ! =w; vwi. The dot must range all the successive places in the right-hand side of the underlying grammar rule before such an item be computed. The move of the dot always occurs at the top of the stack. This means there is a SWAP-like derivation d from an item hC ! =vw; vwi to the item hC ! =w; vwi. We compose the PUSH transition f 1 with this derivation d to obtain a PUSH-like derivation.
We use the fact that the CALL PUSH and RETURN POP transitions are coupled in such a way that, in a successful stack execution, each occurrence of one of them corresponds to exactly one occurrence of the other. So far, we have shown how Earley's algorithm can be correctly expressed within the SPDA formalism. Our choice for gives us the items that are the most widely used for context-free parsing. Although most tabular algorithms use such items (a dotted rule and two positions in the string), they are not always adequate.
For instance, we consider a variant A top of the automaton. The transitions are very similar but they work on di erent stack elements: instead of dotted rules, we use left marked sequences to denote a sequence of terminals and non-terminals to recognize. Both automata are actually two versions of a same Call/Return automaton for di erent choices for the Call and Return approximations. The parsing strategy described by the latter automaton is a kind of left-recursive descent. This grammar describes the empty language, but the tabular evaluation recognizes any non empty string of \a". For instance, we get the following successful evaluation for \a" that returns the nal item i 5 :
i 0 = h S=a; ai f 1 > h AS=a; ai f 1 > h a=a; ai f 2 > i 3 = h = ; ai The tabular evaluations of A earley and A top for are not identical. The automaton A top is more e cient because it leads to an implicit right factoring of rules de ning the same non-terminal. 10 The extractor also allows us to transform A top into a variant A last by applying the \last-call optimization", done by splitting f 1 Through these di erent examples of automata | beyond illustrating the mechanism of partial extraction | we have tried to show that our approach provides a clear distinction between the de nition of the automata and their evaluation. It helps to investigate di erent parsing strategies.
Conclusion
Extending the notion of Push-Down Automata with subsumption has proved to be an adequate operational framework to provide a re ned abstract description of published tabular algorithms for a wide spectrum of computational domains (context-free parsing, logic programming, abstract interpretation, constraints, features, . . . ). Furthermore, techniques developed for one domain may often be easily transposed to another because of the common underlying formalism. For instance, tail optimization can be used in parsing and logic programming. Similarly, the left-corner parsing strategy, originally developed for context-free grammars, can be adapted to execute logic programs.
The decomposition of the evaluation process into a compilation phase to build a PDA, followed by a tabular interpretation of this PDA, allows for clearer separation of concerns, ner identi cation of issues, and better proof structuring. General results established for PDAs may be reused independently of the chosen compilation strategy, unlike proofs for tabular algorithms built directly from the denotational formalism. Furthermore, the detailed understanding of published algorithms within a unique framework has occasionally allowed us to point to potential improvements areas. Indeed, the Call/Return model is a systematic method for building PDAs, and can mimic many known strategies.
Fine tuning of information ow with extractor functions can lead to drastic improvements of evaluation strategies. In particular, unlike most published literature, which applies a uniform strategy to all parts (rules) of the evaluated program, the combination of extraction and of call/return local distribution of information propagation allows to mix intricately and e ciently top-down (predictive) and bottom-up techniques. However, research is still necessary to use it optimally in an automatic way.
Several aspects of PDA interpretation have not been covered here, such as the organization of item tables 22], or the scheduling of the computations to be performed (agenda). However, the techniques presented here have been implemented and tested in the DyALog system 21].
Another area of research is the extension of those techniques to study other tabulation mechanisms. In particular, we are currently investigating tabular algorithms for TAGs or LIGs 20] by considering automata working on two stacks. The fact that our abstract stacks need not be structured as sequences of elements is a rst step in this direction.
